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1. Introduction 
 
Contempratory algorithms for computer- 
-supported medical diagnostics require 
increasingly accurate classifiers enabling the 
performance of the conclusion process on the 
basis of complicated multimedia, frequently 
incomplete and uncertain medical data on the 
patient’s health condition [11, 18]. Available 
literature in this field presents many papers on 
the structure (fusion, synthesis) of the integrated 
classifier in the context of striving to obtain 
more certain and precise medical diagnostic 
classifications [6, 7, 8, 9, 15, 19, 21, 22, 28]. 
Diagnostic information on the patient’s health is 
contained in data describing the disease 
symptoms, risk factors and results of specialist 
laboratory tests (usually in multimedia form). 
The construction of classifiers making 
comprehensive use of such complex, 
complicated and diversified data is a difficult 
task. Development of simple classifiers e.g. 
domain and in particular binary is much easier 
[8, 9, 15, 16]. This leads to a problem of fusion 
of the acquired diagnostics information, reduced 
in most cases to so-called simple classifier 
synthesis. The result of synthesis (fusion) of 
simple classifiers is so-called complex 
classifiers. These are a “certain function” of 
simple classifiers. The purpose of synthesis is to 
obtain a classifier of better classifying 
(diagnostics) properties and in particular of 
lower classification error. The specific nature  
of medical diagnostics, due to uncertainty and 
incompleteness of medical data and due to the 
fact that the patient may suffer not from a single 

disease but from two or more, gives preferences 
to the multi-label (multi-class) classifiers 
[6, 7, 8, 13, 15]. The specific nature of the 
medical diagnostics processes, due to common 
uncertainty and incompleteness of data and 
possibility of presence of concomitant diseases, 
practically excludes the support algorithms using 
the single-label classifiers. 

 
2. Classifiers applying the ranking 

functions 
 
Let X determine the finite set of medical 
diagnostic data sets (observations, instances, test 
results), called an observation space.  
Let { }Mm lll ,...,,...,1=L  – a set (repository) of 
labels (objects) of disease units, numbered with 
the { }Mm ,...,1=∈M  index. 
A single-label classifier will be the function 

L→XC :                                  (1) 
Each observation (instance) Xx∈  is 
“associated” with the single label L∈ml  

( ) XxxC ∈∈   L,                      (2) 
An preimage of label ml  shall be a set of 
observations leading to the same label (decision 
class) ml . 

{ }( ) ( ){ } XlxCXxlC mm ⊂=∈=−  1   (3) 

Function ( )xC  does not need to be an injection.  
A multi-label classifier will be the function 

L2: →XC                      (4) 
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such that  
 ( ) XxxC ∈⊂   L,            (5) 
The relation of correlations (associations) of 
observation x with the set of classification results 
shall be the relation of the following type  
  L2×⊂ XRp            (6) 
Thus the element Rp shall be the pairs: 

 , ,   where  ,   x xx x XL L L   (7) 
The pair of type (7) shall be called an indication 
generated by the result (observation) x. 
For each observation Xx∈  we may define  
a relation of ranking preferences xR  in a way 
that ( ) xji Rll ∈,  when and only when for the 

observation Xx∈ , label il  is more preferred  
(is “better”, more “fitted”) than label jl .  

The symbol ( )xRr  will determine the ranking 

generated by relation xR  [2, 5]. 

It is willingly assumed for the relations xR  that 
these should be linear order relations [20]. 
Ranking ( )xRr , determined by relation xR  is  
in such a case permutation of set L . The 
number of such rankings is !! M=L  This 
assumption is however frequently difficult to 
meet. In practice, the models (relations) xR  are 
frequently defined (determined) with the use of 
ranking (scoring) functions, 

1RL: →xf                                    (8) 
values of which are in general determined on the 
basis of different similarity (“fitting”, 
“distance”) models, for example: Tversky, 
Bayes, Jaccard, Hamming, Dice, Sokal, Russel, 
Lance and others observation x to disease unit 
labeled L∈l  [6, 8, 24, 28]. 

( ) ( ) ( ){ }jxixjix lflfllR ≥∈= 2, L            (9) 

Functions ( )lf x , L∈l  are sometimes called the 
utility functions or similarity or fitting ratios.  
In this paper, we will further assume that  
the functions ( )lf x  are normalized in the range 

of [ ] 11,0 R⊂  [2, 15, 22, 23]. 

Thus, if for any L∈ji ll ,  it is true that

( ) ( )jxix lflf ≥ , from the perspective of result 
(observation) ilXx     ,∈  is placed in the 
ranking before the label jl , which means that il

is better fitted to the result x than jl . Definition 

(9) uses purposefully the sign “≥ ”, which 
results mostly from the fact that the ranking 
functions are generally not injective functions 
(this feature results usually from the properties 
of a model used for definition), [2, 6]. Such an 
assumption results in that the relations of 
preference xR  are not antisymmetric [20] which 
means that these determine only the so-called 
quasi-order [2, 4, 20]. The rankings acquired in 
this way are not permutations of set L  (are not 
linear rankings). Adopting the weaker 
assumptions is implied, however, by the 
“practice” of defining the ranking functions, 
which – as already mentioned – are usually not 
injective functions. The symbol ( )( )lfr x  shall 
determine the sequence ( L set ranking) acquired 
with the use of function ( )lf x  [5]. Such ranking 
functions are frequently used for classifier 
development. Let ( )lf x , L∈l  be a certain 
ranking function determined on set L . 
This function determines the classifier: 
              L2: →XC  
according to the following formula: 
 

( ) ( ) XxlfxC xl
∈=

∈
  

L
,maxarg                   (10) 

Formula (10) may be presented as follows: 

( ) ( ) ( )








=





∈==

∈

∗∗

∈
lflfllfxC xlxxl LL

L maxmaxarg

                                                    (11) 
The formula (11) presents the association 
between the classifier ( )xC  and the ranking 
function ( )lf x . The classifier so structured is in 
general a multi-label classifier [13]. 
 

If for each Xx∈  it is true that: 

( ) 1maxarg =
∈

lf xl L         (12) 
the classifier developed on the basis of such 
ranking function is the single-label classifier. 
If there is any Xx∈  such that 

( ) 1maxarg >
∈

lf xl L         (13) 
the classifier developed on the basis of such 
ranking function is the multi-label classifier.  
The classifier of type (10) shall be simple 
(ranking). Classifiers developed on the basis of 
ranking functions generally fail to meet  
the condition (12). There are also cases, in which 
the ranking function is not an injective one and 
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the condition (12) is met only for a certain subset 
XXx ⊂∈ . 

 
3. Classifier synthesis in medical 

diagnostics 
 

Let further be { }Nn,...,,...,1=N  – set of 
numbers of ranking functions of type (8) 
[10, 24], 

( ) N  ∈nlf n
x ,  – n – ranking function           (14) 

These functions generate the set (committee) of 
simple (ranking) classifiers  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }xCxCxCxC Nn ,...,,...,1=              (15) 
Where  

( ) ( )lfxC n
xln L∈

= maxarg  (16) 

n – simple classifier. 
As already mentioned, functions ( )lf n

x  may be 
defined on the basis of different similarity 
(fitting) model. For example, in medical 
diagnostics these may include the similarity 
indices in the area of diagnosed disease 
symptoms, risk factors or results of specialist 
diagnostic (e.g. laboratory) tests [6, 7], defined 
as metric [6], graphic or binary similarity  
indices [24]. 

The set of simple classifiers (15) may form  
a basis for obtaining, as a result of fusion 
(synthesis), complex classifiers, more precisely 
and reliably classifying the observations Xx∈  
[1, 6, 25, 28]. The selection of specific 
classifiers for the synthesis of a complex 
classifier (selection of classifier “committee”) 
should ensure satisfying a series of conditions 
and expectations concerning, among others: 
heterogeneity, independence, no correlation and 
for the most low classification error. Let further 
be: 

{ }Mm lll ,...,,...,1=L  – a finite label set 
(repository) and the vector ranking function of 
the following type:  
              N

xf RL →: , such that 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) NN
x

n
xxx flflflf R∈= ,...,,...,1 ,        (17) 

Set xY  shall be the ranking image of set L  for 

the observation Xx∈ , given by the function 

xf  . 

( ) ( ){ }LRL ∈∈=== llfyfY N
xxx         (18) 

Element ( )Lxfy∈  is an image of label l in the 
meaning of its assessment by all ranking 
functions ( )lf n

x , understood as multi-objective
 

level of similarity (fitting) of the observation 
Xx∈  to the disease unit labeled L∈l . 

Thus the simplified formula shall further be: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) NN

x
n

xxNn lflflfyyyy R∈== ,...,,...,,...,,.., 1
1

 
where ( )lfy n

xn =  – ranking value of label 
L∈l  in the meaning of n-ranking function 

associated with observation Xx∈ . 
For each Xx∈ , [ ] [ ]0,1 ... 0,1xY Y⊂ = × × .  
Set Y shall mean the classifier synthesis area. 
The synthesis relation (or relation of preferences 
of classifier committee) shall be the following 
relation 

 ( ) ( ) xxxx YYffR ×=×⊂ LL  
defined as follows: 

( ){ }, " "x x committee prefers thenR y z Y Y  y  z= ∈ ×
                                                            (19) 
The relation induced by relation R shall be the 
relation LL ×⊂R , defined as follows: 

( ) ( ) ( )( ){ }RlflfllR mxkxmk ∈×∈= ,, LL    (20) 
The synthesis relation R plays a key role in  
the process of simple classifier synthesis, since it 
induces a relevant preference relation R  in label 
set  L. Properties of induced relation R , in 
particular so called ordering properties [20], 
depend primarily on the ordering properties of 
relation R and properties (e.g. injective 
properties) of the ranking function.  
The synthesis relation R expresses the principle 
of preferences of committee in the area of 
deciding whether the label lk is “better fitted” to 
observation Xx∈  compared to label  lm. There 
are many known preferences applicable to such 
synthesis. The most typical principle is  
the Pareto principle (relation, filter). It states that 
label lk is more preferred (better fitted to 
observation x ) than label lm, provided that lk is at 
least at the same position (or higher) as label lm 
in the ranking of each committee member [2, 3]. 
This means that the following must be true: 
 

( ) ( ) N  ∈≥ nlflf m
n

xk
n

x ,       (21) 
 
The Pareto Filter (PF) is an algorithm enabling 
determination from any set of elements the set of 
elements of the highest quality in this set (in the 
meaning of Pareto relation) [2, 3, 6]. The effect 
(result) of applying the Pareto filter on set Y is 
so-called ‘Pareto front’ (set of nondominated 
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(minimum)) elements in the meaning of Pareto 
relation R

NY  defined as follows: 

   
 

 ,  ,
R

N

y Y does not exists
Y

z Y y such z y R

         
     (22) 

Therefore, the result of the filtration process is 
decisive for the adopted preferences (filtration) 
relation R (in more detail – its properties). So, 
such a relation is frequently called a preference 
filter or briefly: filter. The general reflection of 
the Pareto filter is a cone filter (CF), in which 
the filtration reaction is generated by a cone 
[3, 4, 26, 27]. 
The other known preference principle is the 
lexicographic principle [3] (considering the 
importance hierarchy (quality, competences) of 
the “committee members”). Its basis is formed 
by the set of permutations of set N. Each 
lexicographic relation leads to the ordering of  
a linear set L  [2, 4, 20]. Other synthesis 
relations (filters) may be the Hurwicz relations 
[3, 11] including in particular pessimistic 
relation RP and optimistic relation Ro. 

( ) ( ) ( ){ }m
n

xnk
n

xnmk
P lflfllR

NN
LL

∈∈
≥×∈= minmin,

                                                   (23) 
 

( ) ( ) ( ){ }m
n

xnk
n

xnmk
O lflfllR

NN
LL

∈∈
≥×∈= maxmax,

                                                   (24) 
The pessimistic relation RP (pessimistic filter) 
means that the “committee” prefers label lk , 
even if in the least advantageous ranking for 
label lk it achieves at least the same value as 
label lm , [3]. It is analogical in the case of 
optimistic relation RO [4]. An interesting 
property of the discussed synthesis relations is 
the fact that the Pareto relation is a subset of 
each of them which results in the fact that 
classifications obtained in effect of applying 
these relations have nonempty intersection with 
the Pareto classification [3, 4]. 

Let ( )Lxfy∈ . The symbol { }( )yfx
1−

 shall 
determine the preimage of element y  
 

       { }( ) ( ){ }ylflyf xx =∈=− L1
            (25) 

The fact that ( ) Rzy ∈,  means that the 
“classifier committee” prefers the labels from  

set { }( )yfx
1−

 compared to labels from set 

{ }( )zf x
1− . 

Therefore the following is true: 
{ }( ) { }( ) Rzfyf xx ⊂× −− 11

 

The CCS task – complex (integrated) classifier 
synthesis – may be defined as multi-objective 
optimization problem [2, 3, 27] in the form: 

 , ,xCCS f R L                (26) 
which may be abbreviated (see (18)) to the pair:  

( )RYx ,                 (27) 
The synthesis relation R may be used to develop 
a complex, multi-label classifier (meta-classifier) 
and meta-ranking (committee ranking), being  
a “specific synthesis” of component rankings 
determined by the ranking functions 

( ) N  ∈nlf n
x , .  

The solution of the task (26) is thus an 
preimage of the filtration task solution (27), i.e. 
subset of labels, from which there are no “better” 
labels in the set L  (better fitted) to the 
observation Xx∈ . 

( )RN
xx

RN
x Yf 1−=L                           (28) 

where 

   
 

 ,  ,
xRN

x
x

y Y does not exists
Y

z Y y such z y R

         
,    

(29) 
thus 

( ) ( ){ }RN
xx

RN
xx

RN
x YlflYf ∈∈== − LL 1 ,      (30) 

Set RN
xL  is called a nondominated label set 

[2,3,2627]. This is a subset of these labels from 
the set L , from which there are no better 
“fitted” labels to the observation Xx∈ . This is 
the effect of filtration of set xY , using relation R. 
The integrated classifier in the meaning of 
relation R (meta-classifier) is the complex 
classifier: 

( ) ( ) L⊂= − RN
xxR YfxC 1                (31) 

This is in general the multi-label classifier, 
which assigns to each observation (instance) 

Xx∈ the “optimum” subset of nondominated 
labels RN

xL  in the meaning of relation R.  
In medical diagnostics, this diagnosis is 
considered the “best fitted” diagnosis 
corresponding to observation Xx∈ . This 
proposal is the most important and the most 
frequently applied diagnostic reference in the 
process of computer diagnosing support [5, 6, 7]. 
Set of classifications RN

xL  (result of operation of 
classifier (31)) has many interesting properties.  
These include among others: 
a) in set 

RN
xL  there is no label kl  which  

would be better (more fitted to observation 
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Xx∈ ) from any other label from set 
RN
xL  

(labels in set 
RN
xL  do not dominate each 

other); 
b) for each label RN

xkl L∉  there is in set RN
xL  

a label ml  better than this label in the 
meaning of R (more fitted); 

c) committee preference relation (synthesis 
relation) R divides the set xY  (and thus the 
label set L ) into nondominated ranking 
clusters [5]  

( ) ( )
1

0

\
Rk

RN RN
x x x

i N

Y k Y Y i
−

=

 
=  
 


 dla k = 1, 2, ... 

            (32) 
and, respectively, the sets: 

( ) ( )( )1 ,RN RN
x xk f Y k−=L  k = 1, 2, ...        (33) 

i.e. to label equivalency clusters, dividing  
the entire label set L and thus creating  
the equivalency cluster ranking [5] 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )KkRr RN

x
RN
x

RN
x LLLL ,...,,...,1, = .  

The formula (32) is thus in a certain sense  
a generalization of the a conventional ranking of 
set Y [2, 5]. 
 
4. Conclusions 
 
The paper presents the method of simple 
classifier synthesis using the methodology of 
multi-objective optimization in the form of 
Pareto filtration. The synthesis of the new 
classifiers applies the most frequently used in the 
multi-objective optimization Pareto relation. The 
other meta-classifiers may be acquired using the 
other synthesis relation (see (26)). Such relations 
include the Hurwicz relations (23) and (24) and 
many others. The complex classifiers developed 
in such a manner (generally multi-label ones) of 

type ( ) ( ) L⊂= − RN
xxR YfxC 1  have many 

interesting properties. Formally, these are the 
preimages of sets of nondominated elements (or 
dominating [3, 4]) of set 

( ) ( ){ }LRL ∈∈=== llfyfY N
xxx  i.e. the 

ranking set of label repository obtained on the 
basis of observation x. Properties of this set 
depend primarily on the property of the adopted 
synthesis relation R [2, 3, 5, 26].  
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Filtr Pareto w procesie syntezy klasyfikatorów wieloetykietowych  

w algorytmach wspomagania diagnostyki medycznej 
 

A. AMELJAŃCZYK 
 
W pracy przedstawiono możliwość wykorzystania metod optymalizacji wielokryterialnej w procesie fuzji  
klasyfikatorów prostych w bardziej precyzyjne i wiarygodne klasyfikatory złożone. Przedstawiono proste 
(jednoetykietowe) klasyfikatory w postaci komitetów klasyfikatorów, pozwalające uzyskiwać klasyfikatory 
złożone o lepszych własnościach. 
 
Słowa kluczowe: filtr Pareto, diagnostyka medyczna, komitet klasyfikatorów, synteza klasyfikatorów, diagnoza 
niezdominowana. 
 


